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studyladder.com.au  
Students to work 
independently for 45 
mins on assigned 
study ladder tasks. 
Begin with Rapid 
Recall Activities for 10 
mins 
Then move on to 
Addition and 
Subtraction. 
 

Tracking the weather  
 

 
 
 
1.You must keep track of the weather in each 
state of Australia for each day from      Monday 
to Friday this week. 
2. Make sure you record the temperatures in 
each box for each state 
3. At the end of week you are to compare the 
temperatures from each state and work out 
the average temperate for the week of each 
state. 
4. Find out how to work out the average??? 
5. You are to draw a grid box 5x 8 boxes and 
label it with each state of Australia 
6. show your working out in the boxes  
7. Which state was the coldest and why? 
8. Which state was the hottest and why? 

 
 
 
 
studyladder.com.au  
Students to work 
independently for 45 
mins on assigned study 
ladder tasks. 
Begin with Rapid Recall 
Activities for 10 mins 
Then move on to 
Addition and 
Subtraction. 
 

MoneySmart: Fun Day Out 
https://static.moneysmart.gov.a
u/teaching/resources/fun-day-
out/index.html#start 
 
We are learning to create a 
financial plan.  A financial plan is 
a document that is prepared (in 
advance of spending or making 
money) to show the expected 
expenses and income for a 
project. Another word for 
simple financial plans is 
’budget’. 
Your class is allowed to plan a 
day away from school. 
Think about where everyone 
would like to go. 
You’re allowed to spend $25 per 
person. 
Follow the prompts to plan the 
day out. 
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independently for 45 
mins on assigned study 
ladder tasks. 
Begin with Rapid Recall 
Activities for 10 mins 
Then move on to 
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Other Mathematical things you can be doing at home: cooking - Estimate how much each item weighs, then check how close the estimates are, Find the time 

we start cooking the rice so that our food is ready to be served at the same time?, Change a recipe that serves 6 for 4 people (or 6 for 3 people for lower 

levels). How much of each ingredient will we need?, Be a junior Masterchef: e.g. measure and weigh ingredients, apply ratio, consider cooking time, and 

serve portion sizes. 

Shopping- Estimate the total cost of your supermarket purchase, Estimate and weigh the fruit and vegetables;, Compare two items for the best value for 

money, Discuss if an item on “special” is really that special, Find specific items (e.g., medium-sized tin of red beans, 2 litres of milk, 250g of mince), Find how 

many apples/bananas will weigh a kilogram, Look for the best buy between different brands of the same item then different sizes of the same item, Cut items 

from shopping brochures that add to different values, Estimate how many bags you will need to carry your grocery shop, Disassemble a package to create a 

two-dimensional net, Compare packaging sizes for a litre and a kilogram 
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